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Abstract

In this work, we face the problem of web service composition, arguing the importance of the
inclusion, in a web service description, of the high-level communication protocol used by a service
to interact with a client. The work is set in the same multi-agent research area from which DAML-
S is derived: reasoning about actions and about the change produced by actions on the world.
In this perspective web services are viewed as actions, either simple or complex, characterized by
preconditions and effects. In our proposal, interaction is interpreted as the effect of communicative
action execution, so that it can be reasoned about.
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1 Introduction

Recent years witnessed a rapid evolution of the concept of world-wide web.
In less than ten years we passed from the concept of web as a means for
exchanging (HTML) documents to the concept of web as a means for accessing
to (interactive) web services [14]. Research in this field is very much alive.
As the huge amount of information on the web urged the development of
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standard languages for representing the semantics behind the HTML (e.g.
RDF [21], OWL [19]), recently some attempt to standardize the description
of web services has been carried on (DAML-S [8], WSDL [23]). The use
of standard descriptions is aimed at allowing the automatic discovery of web
services, their automatic execution and monitoring, and (the task we will focus
on in this paper) automatic composition. While the WSDL initiative is mainly
carried on by the commercial world, with the aim of standardizing registration,
look-up mechanisms and interoperability, DAML-S is more concerned with
providing greater expressiveness to service description in a way that can be
reasoned about [6]. In particular, a service description has three conceptual
levels: the profile, used for advertising and discovery, the process model, that
describes how a service works, and the grounding, that describes how an agent
can access the service. In particular, the process model describes a service as
atomic, simple or composite in a way inspired by the language Golog and its
extensions [12,10,15]. In this perspective, a wide variety of agent technologies
based upon the action metaphor can be used. In fact, we can view a service as
an action (atomic or complex) with preconditions and effects, that modifies the
state of the world and the state of agents that work in the world. The process
model can, then, be viewed as the description of such an action; therefore, it is
possible to design agents, which apply techniques for reasoning about actions
and change to web service process models for producing new, composite, and
customized services.

This work is set in a multi-agent framework in which the web service is
an agent that communicates with other agents in a FIPA-like Action Com-
munication Language (ACL); the web service behavior can be expressed as
a conversation protocol, which describes the communications that can occur
with other agents. Indeed, the web service must follow some possibly non-
deterministic procedure aimed at getting/supplying all the necessary informa-
tion. We already proved that by reasoning on the (explicitly given) conversa-
tion protocols followed by web services we achieve a better personalization of
the service fruition [1]; in the current work, we show that this is true also in
the case in which services are to be composed for solving the desired task. As
an example, we will describe a rational agent, that is requested to organize a
day out for a given user, making a reservation both to a restaurant and to a
cinema, according to user given constraints.

We faced the problem of describing and reasoning about conversation pro-
tocols in an agent logic programming setting by using the modal action and
belief framework of the language DyLOG, introduced in [4,3]. Integrated in
the language, a communication kit [20,2] allows an agent to reason about the
interactions that it is going to enact for proving if there is a possible execution
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of the protocol, after which a set of beliefs of interest (or goal) will be true in
the agent mental state. Such a form of reasoning implies making assumptions
about the mental state of other agents, the ones ours wishes to interact with.
We consider a conversation protocol as a (non-deterministic) procedure that
specifies the complex communicative behavior of a single agent, based upon
simpler, FIPA-like communicative acts; in a communication protocol, an agent
can either play the part of the initiator or of the responder.

2 Reasoning about conversations for web service com-

position

Let us consider a software agent, whose task is to search for web services,
according to a user’s requirements; we will refer to it as pa (personal assistant).
As a novelty w.r.t. the work in [1], pa composes the found services with the
aim of solving complex tasks. For example, let us suppose that the user wants
to spend a day out by going to a restaurant and then to a cinema. He wants
to make a reservation at both places and he is a little restrictive about the
possible alternatives. He wants to see a specific movie (e.g. Nausicaa) and
he wishes to benefit of some promotion on the cinema ticket but he is not
eager to communicate his credit card number on the internet. If, on one hand,
searching for a cinema or a restaurant reservation service is a task that can
be accomplished on the basis of a set of characteristic keywords, stored in a
registry system used for advertisement, the other kinds of condition (look for
promotions, do not use credit card) can be verified only by reasoning about the
way in which the web service operates and, in particular, about the interaction
protocol that it follows.

To complete the example, suppose that two restaurants and two cinemas
are available (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the AUML graphs representing their
protocols), but only restaurant1 takes part to a promotion campaign, by which
it gives to each customer, who made a reservation by the internet service, a
free ticket for a movie. On the side of cinemas, suppose that cinema2 accepts
reservations but no free ticket, whereas cinema1 accepts to make reservations
by using promotional tickets or by using the credit card. Fig. 2 (iii) is the
part of protocol followed by cinema1 in case of using promotional tickets, (iv)
is the other case; (v) is the protocol followed by cinema2.

In a multi-agent framework, especially in open environments, when a com-
munication is enacted, agents exchange their communication protocol [13].
The advantage of having a protocol exchange at the high-level of the inter-
action is that by doing so agents can reason about the change caused by a
conversation to their own belief state. A rational model of communicative acts
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RESTAURANTCUSTOMER

yes_no_query(available(Time)

[available(Time)]
inform(reservation(Time))

[available(Time)]
inform(cinema_promo)

[available(Time)]
inform(ft_numeber)

RESTAURANTCUSTOMER

yes_no_query(available(Time)

[available(Time)]
inform(reservation(Time))

(i) (ii)

Fig. 1. The AUML graphs [16] represent the communicative interactions occurring between the
customer (pa) and each of the web services; (i) is followed by restaurant1, (ii) by restaurant2.

requires also the agent to make rational assumptions about the change caused
to its interlocutor’s beliefs [5,11]. So, for instance, an agent will communicate
a piece of information only if it believes that the recipient ignores it; after
sending the information it will make assumptions about the augmented recip-
ient’s set of beliefs and act consequently. In our example, pa should choose
the first restaurant because in this way it can benefit of the promotion and
obtain a free ticket for the cinema. It should also choose the first cinema but
carry on a conversation in which the credit card is not requested. In order
to perform this kind of reasoning, it is necessary to formalize (again: at a
high-level) the communicative acts and the interaction protocols. We did it
by using the DyLOG language, briefly introduced in the next section.

3 Introduction to the agent language

DyLOG is an agent language defined in a modal logic framework, that ac-
counts both for atomic and complex actions, or procedures. In the following
the fundamentals of the language are briefly introduced, for a more complete
description see [2]. Atomic actions are either world actions, affecting the
world, or mental actions, i.e. sensing or communicative actions which only
affect the agent beliefs. For each world action and for each agent we define
the modalities [aagi]ϕ, meaning that the formula ϕ holds after every execution
of a by agi, and 〈aagi〉ϕ, representing the possibility that ϕ holds after the ac-
tion execution. We also introduce a modality Done(aagi) for expressing that
a (a communicative act or a world action) has been executed. The modality
� denotes formulas that hold in all the possible agent mental states.

The formalization of complex actions draws considerably from dynamic
logic for the definition of action operators like sequence, test and non-determini-
stic choice but, differently than [12], we refer to a Prolog-like paradigm and
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CINEMACUSTOMER

queryIf(available(Film))

X

refuseInform(available(Film))

inform(~available(Film))

inform(available(Film))

yes_no_query

[available(Film]
queryIf(cinema_promo)

X

refuseInform(cinema_promo)

inform(~cinema_promo)

inform(cinema_promo)

[available(Film),cinema_promo]
inform(ft_number)

[available(Film),cinema_promo]
inform(reservation(Film))

yes_no_query

CINEMACUSTOMER

yes_no_query(available(Film))

[available(Film)]
yes_no_query(cinema_promo)

[available(Film),~cinema_promo]
yes_no_query(pay_by(c_card))

[available(Film),~cinema_promo,
pay_by(c_card)]inform(cc_number)

[available(Filme,~cinema_promo,
pay_by(c_card)]inform(reservation(Film))

(iii) (iv)

CINEMACUSTOMER

yes_no_query(available(Film))

[available(Film)]inform(pay_by(cash))

[available(Filme]
inform(reservation(Film))

(v)

Fig. 2. The AUML graphs [16] represent the communicative interactions occurring between the
customer (pa) and each of the web services; (iii) and (iv) are the two parts of the protocol followed
by cinema1 ; (v) is followed by cinema2.

procedures are defined as recursive Prolog-like clauses. For each procedure p,
the language contains also the universal and existential modalities [p] and 〈p〉.

The mental state of an agent is described in terms of a consistent set
of belief formulas. The modal operator Bagi models the beliefs of agi while
Magi, defined as the dual of Bagi (Magiϕ ≡ ¬Bagi¬ϕ), intuitively means that
agi considers ϕ possible. It is possible to deal also with nested beliefs, to
represent what other agents believe and reason on how they can be affected
by communicative actions.

All the modalities of the language are normal, � is reflexive and transitive;
its interaction with action modalities is ruled by �ϕ ⊃ [aagi ]ϕ. The epistemic
modality Bagi is serial, transitive and euclidean. The interaction of Done(aagi)
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with other modalities is ruled by: ϕ ⊃ [aagi ]Done(aagi)ϕ and Done(aagj )ϕ ⊃
BagiDone(aagj )ϕ (awareness), with agi = agj when aagi �∈ C. A non-monotonic
solution to the persistency problem is given, which consists in maximizing
persistency assumptions about fluents after the execution of action sequences,
in the context of an abductive characterization (details can be found in [2]).

3.1 The agent theory

The behavior of an agent is specified by a domain description that includes: (1)
the agent belief state; (2) action and precondition laws that describe the atomic
world actions effects on the executor’s mental state; (3) sensing axioms for
describing atomic sensing actions; (4) procedure axioms for describing complex
behaviors. In our framework agents are individuals, each with its subjective

view of a dynamic domain. We do not model the real world but only the
internal dynamics of each agent in relation to the changes caused by actions.
The belief state of an agent intuitively contains what it (dis)believes about
the world and about the other agents. It is a complete and consistent set
of rank 1 and 2 belief fluents (a belief fluent F is a belief formula BagiL or
its negation; L denotes a belief argument 3 ). A belief state provides, for each
agent, a three-valued interpretation of all the possible belief arguments L, that
can either be true, false, or undefined (when both ¬BagiL and ¬Bagi¬L hold);
UagiL expresses the ignorance of agi about L.

World actions are described by their preconditions and effects on the ac-

tor ’s mental state; they trigger a revision process on the actor’s beliefs. For-
mally, action laws describe the conditional effects on agi’s belief state of an
atomic action a, executed by agi itself. Precondition laws, instead, specify
mental conditions that make a world action (or a communicative act) exe-
cutable in a state. An agent can execute a when the precondition fluents of a

are in its belief state. Sensing Actions produce knowledge about fluents; they
are defined as non-deterministic actions, with unpredictable outcome, formally
modelled by a set of sensing axioms. If we associate to each sensing action
s a set dom(s) of literals (domain), when agi executes s, it will know which
of such literals is true. Complex actions specify agent complex behaviors by
means of procedure definitions, built upon other actions. Formally, a complex
action is a collection of inclusion axiom schema of our modal logic, of form:

〈p0〉ϕ ⊂ 〈p1; p2; . . . ; pm〉ϕ(1)

p0 is a procedure name and the pi’s (i = 1, . . . , m) are either procedure names,

3 i.e. a fluent literal (f or ¬f), a done fluent (Done(aagi)� or its negation), or a belief
fluent of rank 1 (Bl or ¬Bl). We use l for denoting attitude-free fluents: a fluent literal or
a done fluent.
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atomic actions, or test actions; the operator “;” is the sequencing operator of
dynamic logic. Procedure definitions may be recursive and procedure clauses
can be executed in a goal directed way, similarly to standard logic programs.

3.2 Communication

A communication theory has been integrated in the general agent theory by
adding further axioms and laws to each agent domain description.

Speech acts are atomic actions of form speech act(sender, receiver, l):
sender and receiver are agents and l is either a fluent literal or a done fluent.
They can be seen as special mental actions, affecting both the sender’s and the
receiver’s mental state. In our model we focus on the internal representation,
that agents have of speech acts: agi’s belief changes depend on the role of the
agent. Speech act specification is, then, twofold: one definition holds when the
agent is the sender, the other when it is the receiver. They are modelled by
generalizing the action and precondition laws of world actions, so to enable the
representation of the effects of communications that are performed by other

agents on agi mental state. This representation allows agents to reason about

conversation effects. Hereafter is an example of specification of the semantics
of the inform FIPA-ACL primitive speech act, as defined in our framework:

inform(Self, Other, l)
a) �(BSelf l ∧ BSelfUOtherl ⊃ 〈inform(Self, Other, l)〉�)
b) �([inform(Self, Other, l)]MSelfBOtherl)
c) �(BSelfBOtherauthority(Self, l) ⊃ [inform(Self, Other, l)]BSelfBOtherl)
d) �(� ⊃ 〈inform(Other, Self, l)〉�)
e) �([inform(Other, Self, l)]BSelfBOtherl)
f) �(BSelfauthority(Other, l) ⊃ [inform(Other, Self, l)]BSelf l)
g) �(MSelfauthority(Other, l) ⊃ [inform(Other, Self, l)]MSelf l)

(a) says that an inform act can be executed if the sender believes l and believes
that the receiver does not know l. If Self is the sender it thinks possible, but
it cannot be sure -autonomy assumption (b)-, that Other will adopt its belief.
If it believes that Other considers it a trusted authority about l, it is confident
that Other will adopt its belief (c). Since executability preconditions can be
tested only on the Self mental state, when Self is the receiver, the action of
informing is considered to be always executable (d). Moreover when Self is
the receiver, it believes that l is believed by the sender Other (e) but it adopts
l as an own belief only if it thinks Other is a trusted authority (f)-(g).

Get-message actions are used for receiving messages from other agents.
We model them as a special kind of sensing actions, because from the agent
perspective they correspond to queries for an external input, whose outcome is
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unpredictable. The main difference w.r.t. normal sensing actions is that they
are defined by means of speech acts performed by the interlocutor. Formally,
we use get message actions defined by an axiom schema of the form:

[get message(agi, agj, l)]ϕ ≡ [
⋃

speech act∈Cget message

speech act(agj , agi, l)]ϕ(2)

Intuitively, Cget message is a finite set of speech acts, which are all the possible
communications that agi expects from agj in the context of a given conversa-
tion. We do not associate to a get message action a domain of mental fluents,
but we calculate the information obtained by looking at the effects of such
speech acts on agi’s mental state.

We assume individual speech acts to take place in the context of prede-
fined conversation protocols [13] that specify communication patterns. In the
agent description, conversation protocols are modelled by means of procedure
axioms having the form (1). Since agents have a subjective perception of the
communication, each protocol has as many procedural representations as the
possible roles in the conversation.

We can define the communication kit of an agent agi, CKitagi, as the triple
(ΠC, ΠCP , ΠSget), where ΠC is the set of simple action laws defining agi’s primi-
tive speech acts, ΠSget is a set of axioms for agi’s get message actions and ΠCP

is the set of procedure axioms specifying the agi’s conversation protocols. In
this extension of the DyLOG language, we define as Domain Description for
agent agi, a triple (Π, CKitagi, S0), where CKitagi is agi communication kit, S0

is the initial set of agi’s belief fluents, and Π is a tuple (ΠA, ΠS , ΠP), where
ΠA is the set of agi’s world action and precondition laws, ΠS is a set of axioms
for agi’s sensing actions, ΠP a set of axioms that define complex actions.

4 Reasoning about conversations

Given a domain description, we can reason about it and formalize the temporal

projection and the planning problem by means of existential queries of form:

〈p1〉〈p2〉 . . . 〈pm〉Fs(3)

Each pk, k = 1, . . . , m in (3) may be an (atomic or complex) action executed
by agi or an external speech act, that belongs to CKitagi (by external we denote
a speech act in which our agent plays the role of the receiver). Checking if a
query of form (3) succeeds corresponds to answering to the question “is there
an execution trace of p1, . . . , pm leading to a state where the conjunction of
belief fluents Fs holds for agi?”. Such an execution trace is a plan to bring
about Fs. The procedure definition constrains the search space.
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In presence of communication, the problem of reasoning about conversation

protocols is faced (a conversation is a sequence of speech acts); indeed, in the
case in which p1, . . . , pm are conversation protocols, by answering to the query
(3) we find a conversation after which some desired condition Fs holds.

In the current application we aim at finding a conversation, that allows
to achieve a desired goal, which is an instance of the composition of many
protocols. Conversations, however, usually contain get-message actions for
receiving messages from other agents. Since their outcome is unknown at
planning time because agents cannot know in advance the answers that they
will receive, we treat them as sensing actions. Nevertheless, the existence of
protocols allows us to make assumptions on such messages and find out if
there is a possible conversation that leads to the goal. Depending on the ap-
plication, it may be reasonable to choose an approach that allows us to extract
a conditional plan that leads to the goal independently from the answers of
the interlocutor, as we have done in [2]. In the current application, instead,
we are interested in finding a linear plan that leads to the goal given some as-
sumptions on the received answers. This weaker approach does not guarantee
that at execution time the services will attain to the planned conversation, but
allows us to find a feasable solution when a conditional plan cannot be found.
For instance, let us consider again the example of Section 2. If we compose
restaurant1 and cinema1, it is possible to find a conversation after which the
user’s desires about the credit card and about the use of promotional tickets
are satisfied. However, the success of the plan depends on information that
is known only at execution time (availability of seats) and that we assumed

during planning. In fact, if no seat is available the goal of making a reserva-
tion will fail. The advantage is that the information contained in the protocol
is sufficient to exclude a number of compositions that will never satisfy the
goal (e.g. restaurant1 plus cinema2 does not permit to exploit a promotion
independently from the availability of seats).

The proof procedure is a natural evolution of [4,3] and is described in [20,2];
it is goal-directed and based on negation as failure (NAF). NAF is used to deal
with the persistency problem for verifying that the complement of a mental
fluent is not true in the state resulting from an action execution, while in the
modal theory we adopted an abductive characterization. The proof procedure
allows agents to find linear plans for reaching a goal from an incompletely
specified initial state. The soundness can be proved under the assumption of
e-consistency, i.e. for any action the set of its effects is consistent [9]. The
extracted plans always lead to a state in which the goal condition Fs holds.
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5 A rational personal assistant

In this section we describe the personal assistant pa. This agent composes a
set of web services to satisfy the user’s requests. We imagine the search and
composition process as divided in two steps. The first step (not described
in this work) is keyword-based and is aimed at restricting the attention to a
little set of services, extracted from a registry system. The second step is a
further selection based on reasoning. During this step the agent personalizes
the interaction with the services according to the requests of the user and
dismisses services that do not fit. To this aim, the agent reasons about the
procedure comp services (a possible implementation of it is reported below),
that sketches the general composition-by-sequencing of a set of services, based
on the interaction protocols (service(TypeService, Name, Protocol)), that we
suppose explicitly given in the service descriptions identified by the first step.

〈comp services([ ])〉ϕ ⊃ true

〈comp services([[TypeService, Name, Data]|Services])〉ϕ ⊃
〈Bpaservice(TypeService, Name, Protocol) ;
Protocol(pa, Name, Data) ;
comp services(Services)〉ϕ

Intuitively, comp services builds the sequence of protocols to apply for inter-
acting with a set of services, so that it will be possible to reason about the
whole. The presented implementation is quite simple but is sufficient as an
example and generally it could be any prolog-like procedure. Before explain-
ing the kind of reasoning that can be applied, let us describe the protocols,
that are followed by the web services of our example. Such protocols allow the
interaction of two agents, so each of them has two complementary views: the
view of the web service and the view of the customer, i.e. pa. In the following
we will report (written in DyLOG) the view that pa has of the protocols.

(a) 〈reserv rest 1C(Self, WebS, T ime)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, WebS, available(T ime)) ;

BSelfavailable(T ime)? ;
get info(Self, WebS, reservation(T ime)) ;
get info(Self, WebS, cinema promo) ;
get info(Self, WebS, ft number)〉ϕ

(b) 〈reserv rest 2C(Self, WebS, T ime)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, WebS, available(T ime)) ;

BSelfavailable(T ime)? ;
get info(Self, WebS, reservation(T ime))〉ϕ
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(c) [get info(Self, WebS, F luent)]ϕ ⊂ [inform(WebS, Self, F luent)]ϕ

Procedures (a) and (b) describe the customer-view of the protocols followed
by the two considered restaurants. The customer asks if a table is available
at a certain time, if so, the service informs the customer that a reservation
has been taken. The first restaurant also informs the customer that it gained
a promotional free ticket for a cinema (cinema promo) and it returns a code
number (ft number).

(d) 〈reserv cinema 1C(Self, WebS, F ilm)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, WebS, available(Film)) ;

BSelfavailable(Film)? ;
yes no queryI(Self, WebS, cinema promo) ;

¬BSelfcinema promo? ;
yes no queryI(Self, WebS, pay by(c card)) ;

BSelfpay by(c card)? ;
inform(Self, WebS, cc number) ;
get info(Self, WebS, reservation(Film))〉ϕ

(e) 〈reserv cinema 1C(Self, WebS, F ilm)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, WebS, available(Film)) ;

BSelfavailable(Film)? ;
yes no queryI(Self, WebS, cinema promo) ;

BSelfcinema promo? ;
inform(Self, WebS, ft number) ;
get info(Self, WebS, reservation(Film))〉ϕ

(f) 〈reserv cinema 2C(Self, WebS, F ilm)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, WebS, available(Film)) ;

BSelfavailable(Film)? ;
get info(Self, WebS, pay by(cash)) ;
get info(Self, WebS, reservation(Film))〉ϕ

Clauses (d) and (e) are the protocol followed by cinema1, (f) is the protocol
followed by cinema2. Supposing that the desired movie is available, cinema1

alternatively accepts credit card payments (d) or promotional tickets (e). Cin-

ema2, instead, does not take part to the promotion campaign.

Let us now consider the query:

〈comp services([[restaurant, R, dinner], [cinema, C, nausicaa]])〉
(Bpacinema promo ∧ Bpareservation(dinner)∧
Bpareservation(nausicaa) ∧ Bpa¬BCcc number ∧ BpaBCft number)
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that amounts to determine if it is possible to compose the interaction with
a restaurant web service and a cinema web service, so to reserve a table for
dinner (Bpareservation(dinner)) and to book a ticket for the movie Nausi-
caa (Bpareservation(nausicaa)), exploiting a promotion (Bpacinema promo).
The user also specifies that no credit card is to be used (Bpa¬BCcc number),
instead the obtained free ticket is to be spent (BpaBCft number), i.e. pa be-
lieves that after the conversation the chosen cinema will know the number
of the ticket given by the selected restaurant but it will not know the user’s
credit card number. Let us suppose that pa has the following list of available
services:

Bpaservice(restaurant, restaurant1, reserv rest 1C)
Bpaservice(restaurant, restaurant2, reserv rest 2C)
Bpaservice(cinema, cinema1, reserv cinema 1C)
Bpaservice(cinema, cinema2, reserv cinema 2C)

then the query succeeds with answer R equal to restaurant1 and C equal
to cinema1. This means that there is first a conversation between pa and
restaurant1 and, then, a conversation between pa and cinema1, that are
instances of the respective conversation protocols, after which the desired
condition holds. Agent pa works on behalf of a user, thus it knows his
credit card number (Bpacc number) and his desire to avoid using it in the
transaction (¬Bpapay by(credit card)). It also believes to be an authority
about the form of payment and about the user’s credit card number and
it believes that the other agents are authorities about what they commu-
nicate by inform acts. The initial mental state will also contain the fact
that pa believes that no reservation for dinner nor for nausicaa has been
booked yet, Bpa¬reservation(dinner) e Bpa¬reservation(nausicaa), the fact
that pa does not have a free ticket for the cinema yet, ¬Bpacinema promo,
and some hypothesis on the interlocutor’s mental state, e.g. the belief flu-
ent Bpa¬Bcinema1cc number, meaning that the web service does not already
know the credit card number. In this context, the agent builds the follow-
ing execution trace of comp services ([[restaurant, R, dinner], [cinema, C,
nausicaa]]):

queryIf(pa, restaurant1, available(dinner)) ;
inform(restaurant1, pa, available(dinner)) ;
inform(restaurant1, pa, reservation(dinner)) ;
inform(restaurant1, pa, cinema promo) ;
inform(restaurant1, pa, ft number) ;
queryIf(pa, cinema1, available(nausicaa)) ;
inform(cinema1, pa, available(nausicaa)) ;
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queryIf(cinema1, pa, cinema promo) ;
inform(pa, cinema1, cinema promo) ;
inform(pa, cinema1, ft number) ;
inform(cinema1, pa, reservation(nausicaa))

We can easily see that there is no other execution trace of comp services that
satisfies the goals. This means that, in the search space defined by this proce-
dure, it is not possible to use with success any other composition of the services
(e.g. restaurant1 with cinema2) and this does not depend on the possible out-
comes of conversations. Observe that arbitrary compositions of the services,
i.e. compositions that cannot be found as executions of comp services, may
satisfy the user’s goal; in order to find them one could use a general-purpose

planner. However, there are situations in which one has a general schema for
the desired solution, which is helpful for reducing the search time.

6 Related Works

Web service composition in the DAML-S context has been faced also by other
researchers. The most relevant work has been carried on by the team of Sheila
McIlraith [6], the main difference with ours being that, while we compose web
services by applying procedural planning to complex actions (i.e. procedures
that encode conversation protocols), McIlraith’s services correspond to atomic

actions only and composition is based on their preconditions and effects. In
particular, the precondition and effect, input and output lists are flat; no
relation among them can be expressed, so it is impossible to understand if a
service can follow various interactions. Indeed, the advantage of working at
the protocols level is that by reasoning about protocols agents can personalize
the interaction by selecting a course that satisfies user- (or service-) given
requirements. This process can be started before the actual interaction takes
place and can be exploited for web service composition as well as for web
service search.

The idea of working on conversation protocols derives from the experience
of the authors in the multi-agent research area: one of the approaches, ac-
tually, consists in making agents exchange communication protocols before
interacting [13]. We based our work in a modal action logic framework and
used the agent logic programming language DyLOG. By exploiting nested be-
liefs we took a subjective representation of conversation protocols, in which an
agent makes rational assumptions on its interlocutor’s state of mind. Notice
that, since we are only interested in reasoning about the local mental state’s
dynamics, our approach differs from other logic-based approaches to commu-
nication in multi-agent systems, as the one taken in Congolog [22], where
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communicative actions affect the global state of a multi-agent system.

From a different perspective, if we interpret web services as agents, we
can find a wide literature about coordination models and languages, e.g. [7],
that supply the abstractions necessary for ruling the interaction of agents
with a common goal. A well-known coordination model is TuCSoN [17], which
exploits tuple centers and the logic-based language ReSpecT [18] for agent
coordination. Tuple centers are characterized by a reactive behavior, that
specifies how the center responds to a communication event. However, the
chain reaction is transparent to the communicating agents, which perceive
responses as single-step state transitions of the tuple center. Also in this
context it would be interesting to have a mechanism for reasoning about the
behavior of the tuple center.

7 Conclusions and future work

In this work we have shown some possible benefits of reasoning about com-
munication protocols in the task of web service composition. In particular, we
have focussed on services with a representation a la DAML-S that, by making
explicit the preconditions and the effects of a service, practically assimilates
it to an action. In this perspective an approach that exploits mechanisms for
reasoning about actions and change, like ours, seems particularly suitable.

As explained along the paper, the fact that it is possible to plan a con-
versation that leads to the fulfillment of some goal does not imply that by
its execution the goal will actually be achieved. For instance, think to the
case in which the user got a free ticket but no free seat remains at the se-
lected cinema. The fact that the cinema is fully booked is an information that
will be known only at execution time. The planned conversation is, actually,
a linear plan that leads to the goal given that some assumptions about the
possible answers of the interlocutor are respected during the interaction. If
such assumptions are not satisfied at execution time, the plan fails. It would
be interesting to continue the presented work integrating in this approach to
service composition a mechanism for dealing with failure and replanning. This
form of reasoning is necessary in order to arrive to real applications (e.g. a
recommendation system) and it could take into account also preference crite-
ria explicitly expressed by the user. Such criteria could be used to relax some
of the constraints in case no plan can be found or when a plan execution fails.
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